Using TQSL (ARRL Log Book of the World) Certificates for Online Authentication
At the September 2013 DCC, Heikki Hannikainen, OH7LZB, presented on Friday morning a talk
about authenticating amateur radio services on the Internet.
Some of the interesting sites allow you transmit RF, directly or indirectly.  Such as IRLP,
EchoLink, Allstar APRS-IS, remotehamradio.com etc.  And there is more potential for that.  I.e.
text messages for DMR, APRS, SDR, and remotely operated stations.
Presently each such service has a different manual authentication method.
The ARRL Log of the World Certificate conforms to the X.509 standard used all over the
internet.   It may be installed on web browser, and used to log into web services.  Any third party
can technically validate that the web user connecting really has an ARRL LoTW certificate.
Anyone implementing this method on their website to restrict access to hams, does not get
access to the users private key.   This is the same crypto used by banks and the military.  The
ARRL doesn't need to do any additional work to make this happen.  Websites implementing this
do not need to query the ARRL anything about the user.  No single point of failure.
There are plenty of developers who would be happy to create new web services for hams.  They
just don't have the time or motivation to go through all the license papers to manually
authenticate them.
http://sigspace.wordpress.com/2013/09/21/tapr-dcc-authenticating-amateur-radio-services-on-th
e-internet/ - Providing authenticated amateur radio services on the Internet - OH7LZB
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7anDmQQfyu8 Video presentation from the DCC
Notes on setting up a OpenVPN server that uses LoTW keys
http://authtest.aprs.fi - authentication demo site
https://github.com/hessu/ham-cert-web-demo - Apache configuration and PHP scripts

To save your P12 certificate out of the TQSL program

Then add the LoTW CALLSIGN.P12 file to your browser like so.  Options -> Advanced ->
Certificates in FireFox

In the future websites seeking authentication will show this.

